Comprehensive spine care resources at your fingertips
Media

Images and videos are at your fingertips when you zoom in or make notes on media from a vast databank. Watch video clips demonstrating procedures to perfect your technique or compare diagrams to choose the best approach. Before a big presentation, simultaneously download images with their legends and sources using the multiple selections feature.

E-Books

Get the benefits of print books plus electronic features in this e-book collection, where it’s easy to expand images, watch videos, and write notes. While you stay up-to-date with the e-library’s frequent content updates, you can customize your experience with versatile viewing modes or leave the screen behind when you download and print chapters. And don’t limit yourself to the e-book: follow links directly to references, so you can keep your research going.

MedOne Spine

MedOne’s powerful platform is perfect for residents and experienced specialists alike. By combining expert information with stunning visuals, the site serves as both a learning and technical tool. MedOne makes it easy for busy practitioners to research at home, at work, or on the go.

It’s easy to see that Thieme puts spine surgeons first, and MedOne Spine is no exception. As an award-winning publisher, Thieme creates high-quality products that meet surgeons’ needs. A comprehensive platform replete with precise illustrations, first-rate text, and innovative programming, MedOne Spine offers relevant spine information to surgeons at every stage of their career.

For the specialist
▶ Analyze new surgical techniques
▶ Pursue information on cutting-edge research
▶ Run through standard procedures
▶ Investigate revolutionary spine regeneration studies

For the resident
▶ Progress in studies and in practice
▶ Read essential and groundbreaking books
▶ Study surgical images and videos
▶ Bolster technical skills to attain excellence

For the institution
▶ Endorse individual research and improvement
▶ Develop a patient-centered paradigm
▶ Attract acknowledged experts and gifted residents
▶ Establish a system for constant learning
Responsive Design
Automatic screen adaptation lets you take MedOne along as an anyplace platform. No matter what features you need or what device you have, you can use web-enabled access to get the most out of the platform. Never worry about finding a computer in a hurry: MedOne’s responsive design means that you can use your favorite features on your most convenient device.

Procedures
Keep a level head in the OR after you review key procedures on MedOne. The attention to each step of the preoperative, operative, and postoperative treatment means that you can focus on every stage of care during your training. It’s easy to study procedures when you use the clickable images as visual aids and the linked references for additional information.

MedOne@Home
You’re no longer confined to the building with MedOne@Home offsite access, which lets you find spine care information anywhere, anytime. Set up an individual username within your department’s license, so all you need is internet access to track your progress, create notes, and highlight text. Plus, your account auto-syncs to remember recently viewed content and bookmarks.

Search
Searching is effortless, effective, and productive with rapidly updating responses and a contemporary, intuitive algorithm that auto-fills searches. It’s simple to eliminate or filter the categorized results: from the home page, your searches include the entire platform, while filters automatically remove unrelated results when you start within a content set or a book.

Feature: AOSpine
Get access to e-books co-published with the AOFoundation!

Sign up for a free trial
www.thieme.com/medone-spine
System Requirements
MedOne Spine is supported by all leading browsers (Internet Explorer 9 or higher and recent versions of Safari, Chrome, or Firefox).

Licensing Options
• Institutions can purchase internet-enabled access.
• Several licensing options allow for flexible agreements.
• Individual subscriptions are available with username access.
• All licenses automatically receive updated content as new titles are released.

For more information or to access MedOne Spine, please visit:
medone-spine.thieme.com

For personal licensing, please email:
medone@thieme.com
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